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Tino Rangatiratanga-Ko Wai Au?

My Samoan interpretation is about the

Self/Person or Physical dimension

The mana of a rangatira or  cultural 
expert and the ability to weave or 
ranga or lalaga(Samoan) the 
complexity of the person and their 
worldview together

Who am I-past, present, future.



In relation to kindergarten work

The child and their 
whanau/aiga/family

Teaching the child their own 
uniqueness in “ko wai au?”

The child’s turangawaewae-sense  
their worldview and sense of 
belonging



Differing world views

Palagi/European

 Objectivity(Science)

 Individualism/”I”

 Concept of self-

Contained-boundaries

Example: Jug or 
container

Pacific People

 Subjectivity(Land )

 Collective-”We”                                                                                                  

 Concept of self-not 
contained

 Example of self-e.g 
Tui AtuaTupua 
Tamasese



Sense of Belonging
I am not an individual

I am an integral part of the cosmos

I share the divinity with my ancestors,

the land, the seas and the skies.

I am not an individual 

because I share a tofi, with my family

My village, and my nation.

I belong to my family and 

My family belongs to me

I belong to my village and

My village belongs to me.

I belong to my nation and 

My nation belongs to me.

This is the essence of my sense of Belonging.

(Afioga Tui Atua Tupua Tamasese Tama-a-Aiga,HOS
Samoa)



Preparation

Teachers/Teaching support must work 
with child’s caregiver/parent to ascertain 
the following”

How did the child got their name

Significance of the name

What are their aspiration for their child’s 
future?

Their cultural identity and the role in their 
family life?



The art of weaving

Greeting/Kia Ora/Talofa lava/Kia 

Orana,Malo e lelei,Malo ni

My name is………………..

Tell us as much you are prepared

to divulge about your name and 

self. I will prompt with questions.

Maximum  of 5 minutes



Exercise Volunteers

Connections

Converstations-further by the 
child/person

Spirituality

 Identity-self

Conclusion-My name IS to My name  
ARE



Questions?

ENDS


